FEELING THANKFUL
Jill Walson, M.S., CCC-SLP

Our SPG families are thankful for the opportunities to collaborate with such positive and skilled Speech-Language Pathologists. November is a wonderful month to reflect on what we are thankful for, and at SPG we like to highlight what your child is successfully doing at home, at school and in the community. Wishing all of the families and professionals that we work with a very happy Thanksgiving.

HAVE YOU HEARD?
Check out our Speech Pathology Group Clinic Families Facebook Private Page.
This is a closed group and you have to join to see the resources that SPG posts each week.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1915601128755461/?ref=group_header

FESTIVE OCTOBER FUN
The month of October was full of fun activities at SPG. We decorated pumpkins and practiced our “Trick or Treating” skills on Halloween. It is great to see the children interacting with one another during festive and motivating activities. Families learn that every activity during a child’s day is an opportunity to use strategies to promote speech-language development.
"WHEN I STUTTER"

Molly Stepaniak, MA CCC-SLP did a wonderful job presenting the documentary film "When I Stutter" from Keen Eye Productions as part of a continuing education course for SPG employees. Molly then showed the documentary film again during a private screening sponsored by SPG for interested families in the community. It was a big success and SPG looks forward to offering this again in the spring. Nice job Molly, we applaud you!

GRATEFUL FOR SPG’S CLINIC TEAM

Thank you to SPG’s clinic team for all you do to help so many families in the Bay Area. It takes a village and we are truly grateful for our SPG clinic family.

SPG’s employee appreciation party at Scott’s Seafood and Dean Lesher Theater in Walnut Creek, Ca.